$GIG is the native token for the GIGCO platform. $GIG will be used as a digital voucher that can be exchanged for goods or services.

190 million $GIG tokens have been minted on the Solana blockchain for fast, secure, & highly scalable transaction of value across the platform. 14.25 million tokens will become the initial liquid supply after the IDO. Further tokens will be unlocked over a 36-month period on a vesting schedule.

Each artist or venue profile has their own staking options to gamify the process. Earn better rewards by staking with the most active profiles that you follow.

Digitizing music as NFTs allows artists to offer investment opportunities to their fans. Royalties are then split between the two parties as revenue is created through our pay-per-play service.

Use $GIG token to pay for goods or services on the platform, receive the very best discounts, & only pay micro fees. Alternatively, we will offer fiat & other crypto payment methods.

GIGCO is a one-stop platform for empowering artists, venues, & fans by removing traditional barriers & high fees. An easy-to-use app built on Solana provides complete control & ownership of music, gigs, merchandise, tickets, & NFTs (Song-as-a-Stock).

When an event is arranged on GIGCO a smart contract is instantly deployed to protect both the venue & artist for potential no-shows or defaults.

Our team consists of a collection of musicians & programmers who share a vision of more adaptable, fluid systems for all aspects of the live music industry. Empowering artists and venues to connect directly by establishing a new trustworthy booking protocol as well as integrating user & fanbase input.

Decentralized Live Music Platform With Blockchain Infrastructure

What is $GIG?

$GIG is the native token for the GIGCO platform. $GIG will be used as a digital voucher that can be exchanged for goods or services.

190 million $GIG tokens have been minted on the Solana blockchain for fast, secure, & highly scalable transaction of value across the platform. 14.25 million tokens will become the initial liquid supply after the IDO. Further tokens will be unlocked over a 36-month period on a vesting schedule.

Our Mision

For too many years the act of coordinating live music events has followed the same old rutted pathways. With no easily accessible database of venues or artists, a small number of booking agents & middlemen have been able to monopolize the industry.

Gigco seeks to provide an all-in-one mobile application which tailors a seamless experience for artists, venues, & music fans alike.

Our team consists of a collection of musicians & programmers who share a vision of more adaptable, fluid systems for all aspects of the live music industry. Empowering artists and venues to connect directly by establishing a new trustworthy booking protocol as well as integrating user & fanbase input.

PROFILE STAKING

Each artist or venue profile has their own staking options to gamify the process. Earn better rewards by staking with the most active profiles that you follow.

GIG CONTRACTS

When an event is arranged on GIGCO a smart contract is instantly deployed to protect both the venue & artist for potential no-shows or defaults.

NFT: SONG-AS-A-STOCK

Digitizing music as NFTs allows artists to offer investment opportunities to their fans. Royalties are then split between the two parties as revenue is created through our pay-per-play service.

PAYMENT FLEXIBILITY

Use $GIG token to pay for goods or services on the platform, receive the very best discounts, & only pay micro fees. Alternatively, we will offer fiat & other crypto payment methods.

Initial Market Cap

$783,750

Total Token Supply

190,000,000

Public Sale Price

$0.055

www.gigco.com